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The sound of laughter echoed through the cell. 

Nashville and the four remaining prisoners, all stunned. 

Chen Sheng …… had gone mad? 

Nashville was a little frantic. 

He thought he had made it clear enough and that Chen Dong would know what to do 
and back off. 

But what he didn’t expect to get was this result! 

In the prison area, the status of each cell is actually also related to the strength of the 
strongest person in the cell. 

The higher the ranking of the strongest person within the cell, the more status and 
resources he or she could share within the cell. 

Before Chen Dong, Nashville was the strongest person in the cell, but it was a bit 
awkward in the whole cell block. 

The battle prowess Chen Dong had shown in the past three days, however, had caused 
the ranking of the cell they were in to soar by a large margin. 

If Chen Dong were to be killed, the status of their cell would revert back to what it was 
before. 

Therefore, Nashville once again advised, “Chen Sheng think twice, the head wolves of 
the ten prison cells, each one of them is as strong as the drought.” 

Chen Dong’s eyebrows knitted together. 

The battle intent in his eyes, however, grew thicker and stronger. 

He was no match for Drought. 

With Nashville’s words, it was clear that if he really fought the Ten Head Wolves in a life 
and death match, the final ending could no longer be described as nine deaths. 

But, he was not afraid of death! 



Chen Dong suddenly smiled. 

The smile was almost maniacal in Nashville’s eyes. 

He slowly said, his tone firm and powerful: “Fight for my wife, my mother, my brother!” 

Finished speaking. 

Chen Dong got up and walked to the cell door. 

“I, Chen Dong, will fight in the Ring of Life and Death!” 

Boom! 

A calm and firm voice, like rolling thunder, bombarded the entire prison area. 

After a short moment of calm. 

The entire prison block exploded with earth-shattering sounds. 

Cheers, whistles and shouts. 

It was as if the lid over the prison block was about to be lifted out. 

“My God! Has this kid really gone crazy?” 

“Too afraid of death, did I hear wrong, he actually dares to fight in the life and death 
ring?” 

“He wants to challenge the Ten Head Wolves? Where did he get the nerve to do that, or 
is he already too impatient to live and wants to die?” 

“Well done, kid! You simply broke my perception of the newcomers!” 

…… 

The entrance to the prison block. 

The members of the patrol squad heard the shocking incident and instantly reported it to 
the drought who had returned to the office. 

After hearing the news. 

The beard on Drought’s face trembled a few times, and his eyes were filled with horror. 

“Has he really gone mad? Does he think he’s Kunlun? Simply damned!” 



“It took Kunlun a year, through life and death, stepping through the Ghost Gate 
countless times before he walked out of the Black Prison, he can’t even beat me, so 
why should he fight the Ten Headed Wolves in a life and death match?” 

Bang! 

Angry to the core, Drought viciously shattered the cup on the ground. 

He had mentioned Chen Dong’s way out of the Black Prison. 

It was to give Chen Dong a hope. 

A hope for which he could improve his strength and leave the Black Prison in the future. 

But now, just before he left the prison, news of Chen Dong’s fight for life and death 
came at the back. 

This was no way to seek death! 

“Stop it! Stop it immediately!” 

Drought scolded in a stern voice, “A dragon comes out of ten years, does he think he is 
the true dragon?” 

However, the patrol member’s face was torn, “Chief, the Black Prison never forbids life 
and death matches, the prison area should have already started.” 

One word woke up the dreamer. 

Drought rose in anger and strode outside. 

Inside the Black Prison, life was cheaper than paper. 

Every day, corpses are carried out of the Black Prison, either by death or by conspiracy, 
or even by starvation or disease. 

But when a life is lost, it is lost, and this is perfectly normal in the Black Prison. 

Where they are abandoned, no one will value life. 

Still less will they exercise the so-called punishment for their lives. 

Meanwhile. 

Inside the prison area. 



Already the thunder shook and the mountains roared. 

Two men were standing on a raised platform in the open field of activity. 

The time for “sentry duty” had passed. 

However, the head wolf of the prison area has a superior status within the prison area, 
and even the immediate management is afraid of a few things. 

With his popularity and prestige, he could start a riot at any time. 

Challenging the head wolf in the life and death ring was naturally given special 
treatment within the prison. 

Everyone was cheering, their faces flushed with excitement. 

No one had expected that a newcomer would repeatedly set off round after round in the 
Black Prison! 

The silent, deadly Black Prison had come to life in just a few days. 

“Kill him, Bear, kill him!” 

“Don’t be like Drought, don’t be a pussy, just kill him!” 

“Come on, fight fast! I want to see you rip this brat’s human head off and use it as a 
ball!” 

…… 

Compared to the roaring shouts in the major cells. 

In the ring, at this moment, it was a stern and murderous scene. 

Invisible, killing intent surged. 

Chen Dong stood proudly on one side of the ring, his expression cold and indifferent, 
his gaze stern. 

Opposite him was a sturdy man, about two metres tall and covered in muscles. 

The man was as his name suggested – Exploding Bear! 

On his fierce face were spread three scars that snaked and twisted, making the 
originally fierce face even more hideous. 



“Newcomer, for the sake of the drought, I can give you a chance to regret.” 

The bursting bear slowly craned his neck, “Your strength is good, but you still have to 
train for a few more years if you want to challenge my position as the head wolf.” 

He was not a person with developed limbs and a simple mind. 

In this man-eat-man place in Black Prison, if he was simple-minded, he would not have 
been able to take the position of Head Wolf, and would have been swallowed with his 
bones. 

As the head wolf of the prison, Burst Bear’s status is exceptional. 

However, the sudden arrival of a newcomer, who had not been admitted for a long time, 
still caught his attention. 

He had watched the battle between Chen Dong and Drought very clearly. 

With what he knew of Drought’s strength, it was clear that he was putting Chen Dong on 
the spot the whole time. 

A newcomer, yet he was given preferential treatment by Drought, on what basis? 

“Fight on, I want to leave the Black Prison!” 

Chen Dong’s lips were lightly parted and his voice was cold. 

“Heh!” 

Bursting Bear laughed contemptuously. 

As he raised his hands upwards, the beast robe on his body slipped off, revealing a 
thick, rock-like bronze coloured muscle. 

The almost exploded muscles, covered with scars, were hideous and terrifying, giving 
people an extremely ominous and oppressive feeling. 

As the muscles were revealed, a shout went up from the whole crowd. 

Even Chen Dong was shocked by the muscles of the exploding bear. 

“If you don’t want the chance you were given, then, die!” 

Exploding Bear’s killing intent surged, and his almost two-metre tall body came crashing 
towards Chen Dong like a mountain overturning the sea. 



He had given face to the drought, but it did not mean that he, who was the head wolf of 
the prison district, would show mercy to a newcomer. 

To challenge the Head Wolf was to die! 

Such was the law, even for wolves in the natural world, and it was always the same! 

“Burst Bear, stop!” 

Just as Exploding Bear unleashed, the door to the prison block, the Drought’s roar rang 
out violently. 

And yet. 

Bursting Bear did not stop, his huge hand, which was like a giant python, clenched his 
fist and swiped across at Chen Dong brazenly. 

Bang! 

Chen Dong’s face changed greatly, feeling the piercing wind in his ears, he brazenly 
raised his arms and directly blocked it out. 

However, with a loud bang, Chen Dong felt like he had been hit by a lorry, his bones in 
both arms were in severe pain, and his feet directly scraped the ground, moving out 
sideways. 

“Poof!” 

After moving a few metres sideways and stabilising himself, a mouthful of blood spat out 
directly from Chen Dong’s mouth. 
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The blood was red. 

Like plum blossoms dotting the ring, it spilled down. 

Chen Dong’s heart set off huge waves. 

Was the difference …… this big? 

The battle between him and Drought, although it shows that he knows that Drought is 
putting on water, but the premise of a duel to the death, it is not without a fight. 

The strength of the bursting bear, according to Nashville and the others, is not far from 
Drought. 



If they were to fight to the death, they would have a few chances of winning. 

But Chen Dong had not expected that the other side would let down so badly in the fight 
with Drought just now! 

Inside the various cells, deafening sounds of wild rejoicing were heard. 

It was as if the fight to the death was a long-awaited carnival within the prison. 

Bursting Bear stood still and did not take advantage of the situation. 

His fierce face was filled with disdain: “How can you fight me in a life and death match if 
you can’t even take a single punch?” 

The powerful strength crushing him brought him unparalleled confidence. 

He turned around and looked at the furious drought at the prison block gate. 

Shrugging his shoulders, he said with a calm face, “Drought, I have given you face, but 
next, you will have to give me face!” 

Drought’s expression was choked. 

Exploding Bear’s words were clearly a warning that he could not interfere in the next life 
and death ring. 

But …… 

Drought looked at Chen Dong with a gloomy uncertainty, after just one punch, he was 
beaten and vomited blood, how could he follow up, how could he still fight? 

“Phew ……” 

Chen Dong exhaled heavily, spitting out the blood froth in his mouth. 

He turned around and looked coldly and sternly at Exploding Bear. 

Suddenly, an evil smile appeared. 

“Is that the weight of your fist?” 

Boom! 

The corners of Bursting Bear’s eyes jumped with veins. 

He glared at Chen Dong with raging anger, “You, provoking me?” 



“Are you worthy of being provoked by me?” 

Chen Dong’s evil smile grew thicker as he wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth, 
“Fist, it really is too light.” 

The muscles on Bursting Bear’s body were like rock piled up, and a sinew trembled like 
an earthworm. 

His eyes were fierce. 

He had already spat blood from one punch. 

He still said such words, he didn’t know how to live! 

“Ow!” 

Suddenly, the bursting bear roared into the sky. 

The sound was as thick as thunder, pressing the prisoners in the cell into a 
simultaneous silence. 

Knock, knock, knock …… 

The sound of wild footsteps was like the beating of a drum. 

The figure of the bursting bear was like a great mountain collapsing, directly crushing 
towards Chen Dong. 

Chen Dong’s gaze stared, after having a profound knowledge of the Exploding Bear’s 
power. 

He did not dare to fight against it head-on. 

The huge difference in stature made the Exploding Bear’s body itself a most terrifying 
killing weapon. 

With his feet stomping hard on the ground, he directly moved sideways, dodging the 
explosive bear’s charge. 

With that. 

Chen Dong leapt up in the air and struck a palm slash that landed boldly on the back of 
the bear’s neck. 

There was a muffled thud and the bear’s footsteps gave a lurch. 



But with a mere thud, as the bear roared, its boa-like arm recoiled and swiped at Chen 
Dong. 

Chen Dong’s expression was cold as he stepped on the ground and drew back directly. 

The bear’s hand passed through his waist. 

It was as if everything had been precisely calculated. 

This scene caused the whole crowd to gasp in shock. 

All the prisoners were dumbfounded. 

Even the drought and management members at the gate of the prison were stunned. 

Only one foot had been punched and spat out blood, but the next foot was already able 
to dodge? 

What kind of fighting quality was this? 

No one thought that because of the size of the bear, he was slow. 

In fact, because of his huge size, he looked slow to the naked eye, but his true speed 
was frighteningly fast! 

In the initial attack, Chen Dong was suspected of being careless. 

But this time, it was a real head-on collision! 

Even the Drought, under this backhanded claw of the Exploding Bear, was not very sure 
that he could do what Chen Dong did with the gazelle! 

“Your speed, is it that slow?” 

After dodging the blow, Chen Dong quickly flew back and pulled away, a thick disdainful 
smile appearing on his face. 

More so, he unabashedly despised Exploding Bear. 

Mocking, undisguised! 

Exploding Bear’s expression choked. 

Immediately afterwards, a monstrous rage surfaced on his fierce and hideous face. 

The swish of his eyes turned red. 



At this moment, the blue veins at the corners of his eyes pulsed wildly. 

The muscles of his body even made a “clicking” sound under his fury. 

As the head wolf of the prison, his strength had not been blown out of proportion, but 
had been achieved through personal killing! 

In terms of physical strength and speed, no one in the entire cell block could match him! 

Even the Drought had to be careful when facing him. 

Even Drought had to be cautious against him. But a newcomer, who had managed to 
dodge a blow from him, was making such a big statement? 

“You, seek death!” 

A roar like a beast’s roar. 

Bursting Bear rushed towards Chen Dong like a human-shaped tank, his voice was 
terrifying. 

He pushed his palms together, bringing up streaks of shadow, like a rainstorm of pearls. 

“Sumo wrestler?” 

Chen Dong was shocked in his heart, but on the surface, he remained calm as water. 

He quickly retreated without confronting the explosive bear. 

With his “small” body, he was like a slippery loach, quickly moving and dodging around 
the explosive bear. 

This scene caused the prisoners in the cell to boo. 

The dodging was incompetent in the eyes of the prisoners. 

“The speed is too slow, too slow!” 

“Is that all the force of a fist? Is that all there is to it?” 

“Big guy, you’re like a beast, you’re not even remotely useful except to scare people a 
little!” 

…… 



As Chen Dong moved and dodged the explosive bear’s attacks, a reckless and wild 
mocking laughter echoed around the ring. 

In response, the beast roared and attacked with even more ferocity. 

Inside the cell, the booing of the prisoners had turned into a tirade of abuse. 

The fight to the death was so tedious in their eyes that they had no desire to watch it. 

They were used to fist-to-fist bloodshed. 

At the entrance to the prison block, however, Drought’s gaze was profoundly powerful. 

No matter how fierce the explosive bear’s attack was in the ring. 

His gaze, from beginning to end, was on Chen Dong. 

Under the light, he could even make out the fine beads of sweat on Chen Dong’s 
forehead, and his gaze of concentration. 

Clearly, Chen Dong’s response was careful and cautious, not as easy as his taunting 
words. 

And that was exactly what happened. 

As he dodged the explosive bear’s attack. 

Chen Dong’s heart was beating wildly, trying hard to calm his apprehensive state of 
mind. 

He knew that with the strength and speed of the Exploding Bear, with his physique, but 
taking a single blow would be enough to injure him. 

And he wanted to fight for ten days to win ten straight Raw Death Rings. 

The more damage he took in the early stages, the closer to death he would be in the 
later stages. 

“Calm down, calm down …… mind like water, there must be a breakthrough, a 
breakthrough will definitely be revealed.” 

Chen Dong kept warning himself in his heart. 

Between life and death, absolute calmness would allow him to grasp more initiative and 
fight for a greater chance of survival. 



And provoking the Exploding Bear was also his way to stretch this initiative and chance 
of survival, even more! 

In the blink of an eye. 

Chen Dong was already cornered by the Exploding Bear, unable to retreat. 

Behind him was under the high platform. 

If he stepped down from the stage, it would mean losing the Ring of Life and Death. 

“Ow!” 

With a beastly roar, his hands were like a huge hammer, and he smashed his head into 
Chen Dong. 

With this blow, he wanted to smash the head of this arrogant and cocky man in front of 
him like a watermelon! 

“Now!” 

At the same time, Chen Dong’s eyes shone brightly. 

Facing the deadly strike of the Exploding Bear. 

In a flash, Chen Dong made a move that caused the entire crowd to be in an uproar. 

He did not retreat, did not dodge. 

Rather, like a deadly warrior, he bravely and defiantly pounced directly at the explosive 
bear …… 
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Has he gone mad? 

As the whole crowd erupted, a strange thought came to the minds of all the prisoners. 

Even the strongest skull would have been shattered by the full force of the hammer. 

When there was no way to retreat, instead of trying to defend his life, he lunged straight 
at him? 

Trying to fight the bear hard? 



In an instant, many of the prisoners could not help but narrow their eyes. 

They already foresaw that Chen Dong’s head would burst open like a watermelon next. 

At the entrance of the prison block, Drought saw this scene, but suddenly laughed. 

“Seeking life in the face of death is in the same vein as Kunlun.” 

In fact. 

When Chen Dong rushed towards Exploding Bear, a hint of surprise flashed in 
Exploding Bear’s eyes as well. 

With his heavy hammer, even Drought, or the head wolves of the rest of the nine prison 
districts, would never dare to fight as hard as Chen Dong did, straight on his face. 

This newcomer, arrogant to the extreme! 

“Ow-ho, die!” 

The bursting bear let out a beastly roar, and the speed of the heavy hammer on both 
arms did not diminish. 

There was a flash of lightning. 

Chen Dong’s eyes abruptly shot out a sharp aura. 

The moment the heavy hammer was at his head, he stomped his feet on the ground 
and leapt up in the air. 

Then. 

With the speed of a snake, his feet wrapped around the hands of the bursting bear, and 
his entire body climbed on top of the drought’s arms, pressing down hard. 

Boom! 

The sudden move caused the whole crowd to gasp in shock. 

All the prisoners were dumbfounded. 

Can they still play like this? 

“Damn it!” 



Even the bursting bear had never expected this, and his lower hammer arms were 
violently wrapped around Chen Dong, instantly causing the bursting bear to lose his 
balance. 

With a furious curse, Exploding Bear’s lofty and huge body instantly lunged forward, 
lunging towards the lower part of the high platform. 

“You’ve lost!” 

A cold voice echoed in the Exploding Bear’s ears, like a cold wind piercing his bones. 

Almost at the same time, Chen Dong’s body twisted violently, but he quickly climbed 
onto the back of the bursting bear and leapt up in the air with a borrowed force on its 
back, followed by a wind-breaking sound. 

A whip kick. 

A thumping kick landed on the back of the bear’s neck. 

The bear’s body stiffened, his eyes rolled back and he could no longer control his 
balance. 

With a thud, he fell heavily under the high platform. 

The huge body fell down as if a wall had collapsed with a bang. 

What’s more, he passed out straight away from the heavy blow to the back of his neck. 

Silence. 

The whole room was dead silent. 

What had just happened was so fast that everyone felt as if their brains were down and 
they were dumbfounded. 

No one had expected that the battle would suddenly turn into such a drama. 

Defeat to victory! 

Four simple words, easy to say, but only when you actually do it, do you realise how 
difficult it is. 

What’s more, Chen Dong was facing the head wolf of the prison block! 

The prisoners’ pupils gradually regained focus. 



A line of terrified eyes locked onto Chen Dong on the high platform. 

At this moment, Chen Dong. 

His expression was cold, his back was straight and he stood tall. 

There were still traces of blood at the corners of his mouth. 

But his expression was as cold as frost. 

His cold, calm demeanour was engraved on the heart of every prisoner in the cell block. 

A newcomer, in just a few days, had turned all their perceptions of the Black Prison 
upside down! 

The head wolf was not unbeatable, but such an easy victory was a first in Black Prison! 

“Chen Dong, win!” 

A voice suddenly echoed through the prison area. 

Boom! 

As if it was water poured into a frying pan, it instantly caused the entire prison area to 
boil over. 

“Chen Dong, Chen Dong, Chen Dong ……” 

A shout, like a thunderous explosion, echoed through the prison area, deafening. 

Within the black prison of the weak and the strong, strength was everything. 

As long as one was strong enough, even if one was a newcomer, one could still gain 
the trust of all the prisoners. 

And Chen Dong’s victory over Burst Bear had undoubtedly made him the new head wolf 
of the entire prison block. 

Even if the victory was not a head-on hard fight. 

But Chen Dong’s tactics in the face of danger just now were still enough to convince 
everyone. 

“Someone, send Burst Bear to the doctor.” 

At the entrance of the prison block, Drought suddenly shouted. 



“Captain, the Black Prison’s medical system is only for us managers, and does not 
involve prisoners!” 

A member warned in alarm, his face full of dismay. 

In the Black Prison, it had always been a matter of life and death, and everyone had 
long since become accustomed to the daily transport of bodies from the Black Prison to 
the outside. 

The prisoners in the abandoned Black Prison were like beasts, deprived of the right to 
heal. 

Even the wolves who were once the head of the cell block did not have this right. 

Even if they died, the big deal was to carry them out of the black prison and throw them 
away. 

“Rules are dead, people are alive, do as I say!” 

Drought’s expression was solemn as he scolded in a stern voice. 

The members were instantly frightened and dared not argue any further, hastily carrying 
away the fainting Burst Bear under the ring for treatment. 

The sound of cheering was deafening. 

They echoed throughout the prison block. 

Each cry represented the inmates’ awe of Chen Dong’s strength, no longer the disdain 
and contempt they had before. 

Chen Dong looked coldly at the bursting bear being carried away, the battle intent in his 
eyes growing stronger instead of subsiding. 

“This …… is only the first!” 

Ten days and ten battles, he had no choice! 

His woman, his mother, his brothers. 

Even if he had to risk this life, he had to guard it to the death, not allowing anyone to get 
their hands on it. 

He would break out of the Black Prison! 

“You’re great!” 



Suddenly, a praising laugh rang out. 

Chen Dong looked askance to the side of the high platform, and Drought was looking at 
him with a smile. 

“You know, Burst Bear has been in the Black Prison for three years, and has been the 
head wolf in this prison area for two years, a total of 172 battles, even those soldier 
kings and war gods have not done as well as you.” 

Drought did not hide his praise for Chen Dong: “Just now, in a situation where there was 
no way back, your reaction surprised me for a moment, who would have thought that 
you would still be able to fight back like that.” 

The corner of Chen Dong’s mouth curled up into a smile, “Kunlun said, the more life and 
death you are between, the more calm and composed you must be, so that you can 
have a chance of survival.” 

“Right.” 

Drought’s gaze burned as he nodded and smiled. 

Following closely, Chen Dong calmly said. 

“I will rest first, the second life and death match tomorrow.” 

Drought’s tiger body shook and the smile on his face froze abruptly. 

Looking at Chen Dong who had already walked off the high platform. 

He could not help but ask, “Don’t you know that the chances of you dying like this are 
high?” 

“I know.” 

Chen Dong was walking while responding with a smile, “But compared to death, there 
are more important things waiting for me to guard.” 

The tone of his voice was calm and even casual with a laugh. 

Yet it was resounding enough to make Drought’s pupils clench, unable to refute. 

Soon, the news that Chen Dong would be fighting the second life and death match 
tomorrow spread throughout the prison area. 

All the prisoners were dumbfounded. 



Was this a case of not giving themselves any time to recuperate? 

Or rather, was he deliberately seeking death? 

And all this, Chen Dong did not want to pay attention to. 

Originally, he had defeated Exploding Bear and became the head wolf of the prison 
block, able to have a cell belonging to the head wolf all to himself. 

But he refused and returned to his previous cell to recuperate. 

The battle with Exploding Bear had been a quick one, but the initial blow from Exploding 
Bear had still had a significant impact on his body. 

It was impossible to recover from the injury in a short period of time. 

The only thing Chen Dong could do was to adjust his condition as much as possible and 
adapt to the body that carried the injury. 

That night. 

Chen Dong was resting with his eyes closed. 

Creak …… 

The cell door suddenly opened. 

The sudden noise woke up Chen Dong and Nashville and the other prisoners at the 
same time. 

Under the dim light, a lofty mountain-like figure was standing at the cell door. 

Like a beast, with red eyes, staring dead at Chen Dong …… 
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Exploding Bear! 

Chen Dong’s expression froze and he instantly rose to his guard. 

Did the management put him in? 

But on closer inspection, he instantly drifted off. 

The bars of the cell were already twisted beyond recognition. 



It had obviously been torn apart by the brute force of Exploding Bear, who had forced 
his way in. 

“Exploding Bear, what are you doing?” 

Nashville let out a startled cry, looking terrified. 

The remaining four prisoners, moreover, shrank into a corner. 

As the former head wolf of the cell block, there was a shadow that could not be erased 
in the hearts of every prisoner in the cell block. 

Poof! 

Suddenly, Burst Bear knelt down on one knee. 

In a jarring voice, he said, “Thank you so much, for not killing me.” 

Chen Dong’s expression was stunned. 

“You’re not here for revenge?” 

Several people in Nashville were also confused. 

Exploding Bear shook his head, “Exploding Bear, come and thank you, for today’s life 
and death ring, even if you ended up killing me, no one would blame you, but you, for 
sparing me.” 

There are no rules in the Black Prison, the only rule is that the weak are the strongest 
and human life is the lowest. 

In the so-called Ring of Life and Death, although there is a rule that if you fall out of the 
ring, you lose, everyone knows that this is just a bullshit. 

If it is useful at all, it is for the challenger to disqualify himself or herself from further 
challenges. 

But life, however, was not governed by this rule. 

Bursting Bear was clear that at that time, if Chen Dong had taken advantage of his 
illness to kill him, the entire Black Prison, would not have felt the slightest bit wrong. 

He had even done this kind of thing in the past two years since he had become the 
head wolf. 

On the contrary, Chen Dong did not hunt him down! 



After a pause, Exploding Bear took a deep breath, and his reddened gaze abruptly 
became firm. 

“From now on, this life of Exploding Bear is yours!” 

Sworn to follow? 

Nashville and the others were immediately shocked. 

Chen Dong, on the other hand, looked at Bursting Bear with a sullen gaze. 

He was not a bloodthirsty and indiscriminate killer, and his only aim in challenging the 
Ring of Life and Death was to win ten matches and leave the Black Prison. 

Therefore, there was no need to kill Burst Bear. 

What’s more, what was the point of Burst Bear’s vow to follow him to his death? 

He would either die in this battle or leave the Black Prison. 

And Exploding Bear, after all, would still be locked up in the Black Prison. 

If he died, who would Burst Bear still follow? 

Even if he managed to leave the Black Prison, what use could the Exploding Bear, still 
locked up in the Black Prison, be? 

“There’s no need.” 

Chen Dong shook his head, “I don’t need your sworn followers, I don’t kill you only 
because I don’t have to, all I want is to win the Ring of Life and Death and leave the 
Black Prison, to be precise, you are nothing more than a springboard for me.” 

Bursting Bear’s gaze flickered for a moment. 

He looked at Chen Dong with a complicated expression. 

Having been able to become the head wolf of the prison district for years and years, he 
had an arrogance in his heart long ago. 

What’s more, before entering the Black Prison, his status was already amazing. 

However, Chen Dong’s words were what caused all his pride to dissipate in an instant. 

Just …… a springboard? 



“Go away, I have a second life and death match tomorrow and don’t want to spend 
more time.” Chen Dong waved his hand, dry and decisive, without the slightest 
hesitation. 

Bakugou looked choked. 

The few Nashville prisoners at the side were even more shocked, looking at Chen Dong 
with disbelief. 

“Chen Sheng, a capable man like Exploding Bear is a rare find!” Nashville reminded. 

Chen Dong smiled bitterly and closed his eyes, “Ten life and death matches, either I die 
or I walk out of Black Prison, there’s no need for that.” 

Nashville’s pupils tightened and he felt the urge to stifle a sigh of relief. 

The former head wolf of the prison district, with such an existence following him, two 
strong forces joining forces, not to mention one prison district, even if it was the top ten 
prison districts, they could walk across. 

At this moment. 

Bursting Bear stood up. 

He looked at Chen Dong with a profound gaze. 

Suddenly, he said, “Chen Sheng, I can help you win the Life and Death Ring.” 

The words had not yet fallen. 

Chen Dong’s eyes snapped open and his gaze was as stern as a sword. 

“How can I help?” 

Ten matches in the Ring of Life and Death, Chen Dong really did not have the certainty 
to win. 

However, if Exploding Bear had a way, he would not mind taking Exploding Bear. 

Exploding Bear’s eyes lit up as he smiled and said, “I have at least been the head wolf 
of this ninth prison district for two years, and I know the head wolves of the other nine 
districts, so I still know some of their weaknesses.” 

“This will not allow Chen Sheng to win outright, but it will also increase Chen Sheng’s 
chances of winning by a few points, and the Greedy Wolf of the tenth prison district and 
the Black Angel of the fifth prison district still have some friendships with me ……” 



Speaking of this, Exploding Bear paused and looked at Chen Dong with burning eyes. 

“From today onwards, you will follow me.” 

Chen Dong smiled, a smile that breathed a sense of relief. 

Being able to know the weaknesses of the head wolves of the major prison districts in 
advance, this could indeed boost his chances of winning. 

In this way, he would not have to make a move to test the depths at the beginning, as 
he had done today in the life and death match with Exploding Bear. 

The implication of Exploding Bear’s last words was clear to Chen Dong. 

Obviously, there was room for manoeuvre or the possibility of secret manipulation when 
it came to the life and death match with the head wolves of the tenth and fifth prison 
districts! 

“Many thanks, Chen Sheng.” 

Bursting Bear knelt heavily on the ground once again, his lofty mountain-like body 
moving with every movement. 

With a simple kneel, the ground froze with a muffled sound like a beating drum. 

“From now on, Bursting Bear vows to follow Chen Sheng to the death, and this life is 
entrusted to Chen Sheng.” 

Both the look and the tone of his voice were filled with an unparalleled determination. 

In the Black Prison, human lives are like grass and weeds, and those who are 
imprisoned in the Black Prison are almost never able to leave. 

But even if a mole is still alive, even living in this Black Prison is better than losing one’s 
life outright. 

Chen Dong’s mercy had never been encountered by Bursting Bear before. 

The life that was left behind was worth Burst Bear entrusting it to Chen Dong. 

“Now tell us about the weaknesses of the head wolves of the major prison districts, I am 
supposed to fight the head wolf of the eighth prison district to the death tomorrow.” 

Chen Dong asked the thing he was most concerned about now. 

Bursting Bear walked over to Chen Dong’s side and settled down. 



He slowly said, “Chen Sheng, the nine prison districts are not divided according to the 
strength level of the head wolves, so the strength of the head wolves of the major prison 
districts cannot be ranked according to the order of the prison districts, but the head 
wolves of the major prison districts have fought each other, and their strengths are 
actually not far apart.” 

Bursting Bear did not directly say the main point, but Chen Dong did not stop. 

He had entered Black Prison for too short a time, and many things, after all, he did not 
understand. 

Moreover, of the ten prison districts in Black Prison, Exploding Bear was talking about 
nine of them! 

After a pause, Exploding Bear’s expression suddenly gloomed. 

In a low voice, he said, “The only thing that Chen Sheng must be careful of is the head 
wolf in the first prison district.” 

“The First Supervisory District?” Chen Dong frowned. 

Bursting Bear nodded, “Of the ten prison districts, the strength of the head wolves of the 
remaining nine districts are not comparable, but the strength of the head wolf of the first 
prison district is the only one that has hardened to overwhelmingly defeat the head 
wolves of the remaining nine districts and sit firmly in the first prison district.” 

“He wasn’t in the first prison district at first, but because he had to be first in everything, 
he directly challenged the head wolf of the eighth prison district, obtained the 
qualification to change prison districts, and then defeated the head wolf of the first 
prison district to become the new head wolf.” 

Speaking of this, Exploding Bear’s eyes were filled with scorn as he exhaled heavily, 
“And this prison zone change, defeating two major head wolves in a row, was within just 
two hours!” 

The corners of Chen Dong’s eyes bruised furiously. 

His expression became incomparably grave. 

Completing the prison zone change within two hours and defeating two big head wolves 
in a row meant that that person did not have any rest time at all. 

Instead, he had fought two big head wolves one after another! 

Chen Dong had experienced the strength of Burst Bear, so he understood what this 
meant even better. 



The “overwhelming” that Exploding Bear said was really not a joke! 

However, it seemed that Burst Bear did not feel that this was enough. 

He then said one more thing. 

Chen Dong’s pupils instantly contracted to the extreme, and he could not help but 
clench his fists, the back of his hands showing blue veins. 
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“The head wolf of the first prison block is perhaps considered the other side of the entire 
Black Prison.” 

Bursting Bear’s voice grew lower and lower, but his gaze was obscure to the extreme, 
smiling to himself, “Chen Sheng, a prisoner in the Black Prison, yet he can turn the 
tables and have the treatment of a Black Prison administrator, can you imagine that?” 

Boom! 

Chen Dong was struck by lightning. 

At this moment, a huge wave rose up in his heart. 

Even though he tried his best to suppress it, his fists were still clenched tightly, and his 
veins stood out. 

If a prisoner had the treatment of a warden, was he still a prisoner? 

“It was through his overwhelming strength that the head wolf of the first prison district 
had been sitting as the head wolf of the first prison district for more than twenty years, 
and had even gained authority completely inferior to that of the uppermost administrator 
of the Black Prison, the only difference being that he could not freely enter and leave 
the Black Prison after all.” 

The self-deprecating smile on Exploding Bear’s face grew thicker and thicker: “He is 
also unique in being able to take prisoners to this level, and it is because of his 
existence that he has been suppressing the nine prison districts, allowing this Black 
Prison to remain superficially peaceful.” 

Listening to Exploding Bear’s words. 

Chen Dong even had a feeling of suffocation. 



After twenty years of being the Head Wolf, the authority he had obtained was still able 
to compare to the uppermost administrator of the Black Prison. 

This was higher than even Drought’s status authority! 

Moreover, the Black Prison was able to maintain stability thanks to that person. 

One person, who had overpowered a prison! 

How strong should that be? 

One must know that none of the prisoners in the entire Black Prison were good. 

There were not even a few Soldier Kings and War Gods. 

Which of these First Realm Gods of War were not heavenly pride? 

If not for the existence of that one, perhaps the ten prison districts would have been in 
chaos long ago, right? 

At this moment, Chen Dong was even wondering how on earth Kun Lun had walked out 
of the Black Prison back then. 

A terrifying existence that crushed a prison with one person, was it really something that 
could easily battle a god? 

A strong sense of disillusionment arose. 

Chen Dong’s gaze all became drifting. 

Could ten days …… really work? 

“Therefore, it is not a wise choice for you, Chen Sheng, to make such a choice.” 

Exploding Bear said in a serious tone, “Even if you can defeat the head wolf of the nine 
prison districts, the one in the first prison district is as difficult as ascending to heaven!” 

Inside the cell, there was dead silence. 

Nashville and the others had long been silent. 

They were the “old men” of Black Prison, and were naturally no strangers to the myth of 
the First Ward’s head wolf. 

But at this moment, Chen Dong’s state made them not dare to say a word more. 



Half a day later. 

“Heh!” 

The corners of Chen Dong’s mouth suddenly turned upwards, revealing a 
contemptuous smile. 

“I am already in the darkness, and to walk towards a place of light is already fighting 
against the heavens, a mere ascension to the heavens will not yet make me know what 
to do.” 

Words smile. 

It caused the bursting bear to be dumbfounded and at a loss for words. 

Chen Dong, however, stretched his back and lay back down on the hard stone bed. 

“It’s better to talk about the weakness of the head wolf of the eighth prison district.” 

If Chen Dong had the choice, he would of course choose to back off. 

But now, he had no choice! 

Gu Qingying was waiting for him to step into the wedding hall, his mother was waiting 
for him to return home to pay her respects, and his brothers were still waiting for him to 
return for the reunion. 

He didn’t know why Old Lady Chen and the Qin family had let him live and thrown him 
into the Black Prison. 

Perhaps they wanted to banish him forever? 

After all, it was so much easier to kill a man than to torture him. 

Knowing that someone would replace everything he had and live as him, there was 
nothing he could do about it, and if he did let Old Lady Chen and the Qin family 
succeed, he would live in shadows and torment for the rest of his life. 

Since he had already gambled everything he had. 

A mere life, what was there not to dare gamble on? 

Bursting Bear took a deep breath, and no longer persuaded more, and began to slowly 
narrate. 

…… 



Lijin Hospital. 

Inside the VIP ward. 

The smell of disinfectant water was strong. 

Chen Dong’s face was still pale, but fortunately, he was rescued in time and was not 
seriously injured. 

Next to him, Gu Qingying was full of haggard and exhausted face. 

And on the side, Li Lan, Elder Long and Kunlun and Fan Lu were all there. 

All of them looked at Chen Dong worriedly. 

“Why are you all looking at me like that? Didn’t the doctor say that I was fine?” 

Chen Dong smiled weakly, revealing a hint of helplessness and embarrassment. 

“How can you not be worried? Do you know how much blood you’ve lost?” 

Gu Qingying said with a sobbing voice, “I’ve been scared to death these past few days.” 

With that, she flung herself into Chen Dong’s arms and sobbed. 

All suspicions, after Chen Dong blocked a knife for her, all crumbled to nothing. 

Now Gu Qingying only had strong guilt and self-blame left for Chen Dong. 

“Silly girl, I want to protect you.” 

Chen Dong gently stroked Gu Qingying’s head and smiled gently, “I’ll be fine if I take a 
cut and bleed a little, but I’ll be heartbroken if you take a cut, so I might as well just die.” 

“You silly boy, what nonsense are you talking about?” 

Li Lan looked solemn and rebuked. 

But Long Lao said slowly, “Young Master, the people who attacked you and Xiaoying 
have been found out, and they were indeed sent by the Qin family, but Master is staying 
put for now, hoping to settle the score with the Qin family after your and Xiaoying’s 
wedding is over.” 

“Well, on the big day, I don’t want to make a big fuss either, it’s too unlucky.” Chen 
Dong nodded seriously, his eyebrows knitted tightly, with a vague surge of killing intent, 



“When Xiaoying and I are done with our wedding, I will make the Qin family pay back 
with interest!” 

“Take care of your injuries in these few days, don’t worry about anything else, mother 
and Elder Long will help you arrange it.” 

Li Lan said with a heart full of pain, “Little Ying, the child, has been staying up all night 
with you these few days, if you dare to let Little Ying suffer in the future, I, as a mother, 
will not spare you.” 

“Don’t worry, mum.” 

Chen Dong gave a naive smile, then looked at Gu Qingying in his arms and said, “Go 
back with mum and the others and get some rest, I can manage on my own here.” 

“How can you do that?” 

Gu Qingying and Li Lan said in unison. 

Chen Dong shrugged his shoulders and smiled with a relaxed expression, “It’s really 
alright, I just got stabbed in the back and my arms and legs are fine, I can take care of 
myself alone, just have Kunlun come over to keep you company in the evening, we’ve 
all been very tired these past few days because of this incident, go home and have a 
good rest.” 

Li Lan and Gu Qingying still wanted to argue. 

But Long Lao said slowly, “Madam, Xiaoying, young master is right, everyone should go 
home and take a rest, these few days are really too tiring, just let Kunlun come over at 
night, it won’t be a big problem for such a short while.” 

“Elder Long is right, let’s all go back.” 

Chen Dong echoed, “The Qin family has already failed in their attack, they wouldn’t dare 
to be reckless again in a short time, this kind of thing, one can be done once but not 
again, they are not stupid enough to continue provoking father’s limit of patience.” 

At these words. 

Li Lan and Gu Qingying finally nodded their heads. 

They waited for a long time for a few people to leave. 

The gentle smile on Chen Dong’s face suddenly disappeared, and his face was full of 
gloom, his gaze grim. 



He slowly took out his mobile phone and dialed a number. 

A cold smile. 

He said, “This stab was not in vain, Gu Qingying’s suspicion of me has been completely 
dispelled, now we are just waiting for the wedding on the 15th, I am quite looking 
forward to it, Chen Dong is not blessed with such a beautiful woman after all, I still have 
to do everything to help him enjoy it.” 

After a few seconds of silence. 

He suddenly spoke up and asked, “It’s just a few short days until the 15th, you’re sure 
there won’t be any other changes, right?” 
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Pop! 

The phone hung up. 

A smug smile appeared on Chen Dong’s face. 

He took a deep breath, and at this moment, all the suppression that had been pent up in 
his chest for a long time was released. 

“As long as I completely become Chen Dong after the 15th, then all the efforts of the 
Zhou family will be worth it!” 

A soft murmur echoed in the ward. 

And on the other side. 

After Gu Qingying and the others left Chen Dong’s ward, they did not leave straight 
away. 

Instead, they went to visit Qin Ye in his ward again. 

“You really hurt Zhang Yulan last time.” 

Looking at the empty ward, and the messy desk, Gu Qingying said somewhat 
helplessly. 

“What’s wrong with that? It’s better to be gone!” 



Qin Ye rested his hands on the back of his head and said with an indifferent expression, 
“Who let her be so nice to me, the father killer? It’s only right that she deserves to be 
whisked away.” 

Gu Qingying was speechless for a while. 

Li Lan and Kun Lun were also secretly shaking their heads. 

Only Elder Long laughed and scolded, “You brat, old man knows what’s in your mind.” 

“Fuck off!” 

Qin Ye was stunned, and then scolded at Elder Long. 

Elder Long laughed and was not annoyed. 

Instead, he waved his hand, “Seeing that your boy is so dragonlike and fierce, it’s not a 
big deal, so we’ll leave first.” 

“Let’s go, let’s go.” 

Qin Ye waved his hand and suddenly called out to Gu Qingying again. 

After Li Lan Long Lao and Kun Lun walked out of the ward. 

Only then did Qin Ye ask, “Did you and Chen Dong really get attacked?” 

Gu Qingying’s eyebrows knitted slightly and she said in a deep voice, “Is this still false? 
Chen Dong was in the VIP ward on the same floor as you.” 

“Strange.” 

Qin Ye’s gaze was deep as he smashed his mouth. 

“Qin Ye, I know what you want to say.” 

Gu Qingying looked solemn and said seriously, “You know, if Chen Dong hadn’t 
deflected for me despite his life, I would have been dead by now, so if he was a fake, 
how could he have deflected the knife for me?” 

“But ……” 

Qin Ye still wanted to argue. 



However, Gu Qingying raised her hand to suppress it and said seriously, “Qin Ye, I am 
sure that Chen Dong is real and not someone else’s fake, let’s not mention this matter 
in the future, and since you and Chen Dong are brothers, please trust him as well.” 

“After all, he has experienced life and death in Haiya, some changes are only natural.” 

Faced with Gu Qingying’s determination. 

Qin Ye spread her face and smiled, “OK lah, of course I believe in him.” 

“Then get some rest and get out of hospital early, you still have to be the best man to 
help us out.” 

Gu Qingying’s expression eased up a little and turned to leave the ward. 

When the door to the room was closed. 

Qin Ye unhurriedly took out a box of cigarettes from under the covers and skillfully lit 
one up and took a drag before he laughed and cursed. 

“Old me believes in a ghost!” 

He wasn’t one to argue with women. 

That’s why he stopped short of echoing Gu Qingying’s words. 

But, wanting him to believe? 

Qin Ye rubbed his chin and swallowed a cloud while murmuring, “My senses can’t be 
wrong, Brother Dong can be the same kind of person as me.” 

He said. 

He stretched his back and said helplessly. 

“Alas …… O Brother Dong, don’t say I’m not enough of a brother, thy wife, I protect 
her!” 

As he said this, his eyes gradually grew cold and stern, killing intent surging: “The Chen 
Dong I know is not like this.” 

…… 

Inside the Black Prison. 

The eighth prison block. 



At this moment, there was no sound. 

The inmates in the entire cell block were all dumbfounded, staring at the ring in shock. 

The life and death ring, which should have set the whole place ablaze, had, in a short 
period of time, almost frozen the air in the entire prison block. 

The scene in the ring left all the prisoners puzzled. 

Is this …… really a life and death ring between the head wolves? 

In the ring. 

Chen Dong stood tall, his expression indifferent. 

He stared at the head wolf, who was already lying on the ground not far away, his left 
foot showing a bizarre twist. 

Bursting Bear’s information was accurate! 

With his opponent’s carelessness and contempt, he had allowed him to decide this 
victory in just a few minutes. 

“You, how did you know? You couldn’t have known that!” 

The stout man on the ground was filled with pain, sweating like rain, and the sharp pain 
that struck his twisted left foot made his teeth chatter a little. 

But this, still, was far less than the shock in his heart at this moment. 

His left foot was an old injury that had gradually developed over and over again during 
his battles in the Black Prison. 

Being in the Black Prison, any injury could be fatal. 

Therefore, no matter who it was, they would try to hide their shortcomings in any way 
possible. 

This is the same as a wild beast in the wild, revealing its fatigue, and immediately a 
group of cats and dogs will come forward to share and eat it. 

What’s more, he’s a wolf! 

The injury to his left foot was something he had been careful to conceal. 



In the Black Prison, it was impossible to get treatment, and the only thing he could do 
was to conceal it as much as possible to secure his position as the head wolf and make 
his life as comfortable as possible. 

But how could he have imagined that a newcomer who had only been in the Black 
Prison for half a month would not only become the head wolf, but also gain insight into 
the injury to his left foot! 

In the short sparring match just now, the head wolf was clearly in the upper hand. 

But the key was that every time Chen Dong attacked, it was directed at the head wolf’s 
left foot injury, even if he had to take a hard blow and spit out blood. 

A series of stormy attacks caused the head wolf’s left foot to finally fail to support itself 
and twist and break. 

“If you don’t admit defeat, I will kill you!” 

Chen Dong’s voice was cold and stern, like a cold wind blowing out from the depths of 
the Nine Underworlds. 

The head wolf’s expression choked as he felt the thick killing intent released from Chen 
Dong’s body. 

He gritted his teeth and lowered his head in shame and anger, “I, I admit defeat!” 

Being alive was better than being dead after all. 

This was the consensus of all the prisoners in the Black Prison. 

Even the head wolf was no exception. 

“Good.” 

Chen Dong nodded, but no longer paid attention to the Head Wolf, instead turning 
around and sweeping the entire room. 

His words were as cold as frost and his voice was as loud as thunder. 

“Tomorrow, the third match!” 

Silence. 

The eighth prison block was dead silent. 

All the prisoners were dumbfounded. 



A life and death match that should have been bloody was decided in a matter of 
minutes. 

More crucially, according to the custom outside of the Black Prison, the head wolves 
changed hands, and the old man wolf was bound to die at the hands of the new head 
wolf. 

Off to the side, Chen Dong simply turned around. 

No more killing! 

What the hell kind of life and death ring is this? 

Looking at Chen Dong who walked out of the ring. 

Thunderous boos erupted from all the prisoners. 

Chen Dong, on the other hand, had a disdainful smile curled up at the corner of his 
mouth. 

He, for one, did not care what the prisoners in the Black Prison thought. 

However, this battle had boosted his confidence. 

With Exploding Bear’s information as a basis, the Ring of Life and Death was indeed 
easy to fight. 

Although the process had the effect of hurting the enemy a thousand times and hurting 
himself a hundred times. 

But greeting the opponent at his weak point is undoubtedly the most effective way to 
reduce his injuries to the lightest. 

In front of the surveillance video of the eighth prison block. 

Drought looked at the situation in cell block 8 with an odd expression. 

Even he was not expecting this. 

Suddenly. 

A playful laugh echoed in the surveillance room. 

“This kid, he’s too damaged!” 

At the sound of his voice. 



Drought looked solemn and hurriedly turned around. 

And the other members in the surveillance room also got up, turning around and bowing 
their heads respectfully. 

“What brings you here?” Drought asked. 

The visitor smiled slightly and pointed to the eighth prison cell within the surveillance 
video, “Do you think that this kid has a chance to walk up to me and fight me?” 
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The surveillance room. 

The atmosphere was frozen. 

Everyone, including Drought, looked solemn. 

Everyone’s heart lifted as they faced the visitor. 

In front of Drought stood a man clad in a black hooded cloak. 

A huge hood concealed his face, revealing only a chin with a sighing scruff. 

“Hmm?” 

A soft hmmm sounded, coming from the man’s mouth in question. 

Drought said hastily, “I’m afraid, it’s a little difficult.” 

As he said this, Drought bowed his head, showing all respect. 

The words were also spoken without any water. 

From the battle just now, Drought could also see that Chen Dong had known the 
weakness of the Eighth Prison District’s Head Wolf in advance, and that was why he 
had greeted it with a single greeting. 

But the ten prison districts, leaving aside the one in front of him. 

Of the remaining nine, Chen Dong had only defeated two, and for the remaining seven, 
knowing their weaknesses alone was not enough. 



In the first one or two battles, perhaps knowing the head wolf’s weaknesses would allow 
Chen Dong to get twice the result with half the effort. 

However, the further the battle progresses, the more clues will emerge, and the rest of 
the head wolves will inevitably defend their weaknesses in the life and death ring. 

The further you go, the more difficult it will be for Chen Dong to survive the ring. 

With his own battle power lacking, such a situation was fierce and dangerous. 

“I do think he can get to me.” 

The cloaked man smiled faintly, the upturned corners of his mouth revealing a 
wickedness, “His surname is Chen, right?” 

Drought was stunned for a moment and nodded his head. 

A cold hum came out of the cloaked man’s mouth, stretched and said, “I let that big guy 
out ten years ago, and this time there’s another one, and I don’t know if I should let him 
go or not?” 

With that, he turned around and left. 

The aftermath echoed in the surveillance room. 

It left Drought and the others in a state of shock. 

The word “release” was like a bolt from the blue. 

What does this mean …… is that this person in front of him had deliberately let Kunlun 
go back then? 

Drought had a complicated look, his gaze flickering. 

In her mind, she recalled the image of the battle between Kunlun and this person ten 
years ago. 

At that time so tragic battle, is it really this person let go? 

A long time later. 

Drought suddenly smiled, “According to that, Kunlun was lucky back then.” 

Turning around, he looked at the surveillance screen. 

At this moment, there was no longer any trace of Chen Dong in the eighth prison area. 



Chen Dong had returned to his cell in the ninth prison block. 

Through the surveillance, Drought could clearly see that Chen Dong was sitting side by 
side with Exploding Bear, whispering. 

Drought’s gaze was profound: “Ten days and ten victories, your boldness is greater 
than even Kunlun’s back then, let’s hope you can succeed, it’s not worth my friendship 
with Kunlun.” 

…… 

“Chen Sheng, tomorrow’s life and death ring is your battle against Greedy Wolf of the 
tenth prison district, over there, I have already made arrangements.” 

Bursting Bear’s face was brimming with laughter, although the smile was extraordinarily 
seeping. 

However. 

Chen Dong smiled and nodded, “Two life and death rings down, if I can manipulate 
tomorrow, I will have an extra day of recuperation.” 

This was also something he had budgeted for in advance. 

In the Black Prison, once the life and death ring was opened. 

Then the challenger would have the right to choose the challenged. 

Ten days and ten battles was the ultimate squeeze on life. 

Chen Dong could only use such a “subsistence” method to buy himself as much rest 
and recuperation time as possible. 

In such a high-intensity life-and-death battle, even one more day of recuperation would 
allow him to recover as much as possible. 

“Chen Sheng, you’ve planned well, but think carefully, Greedy Wolf and Black Angel 
can only help you win two life and death matches to get out two days of recuperation 
time.” 

Exploding Bear’s voice was a little low, since he had chosen to follow, he was also 
doing his best to think about Chen Dong: “Just that even so, the subsequent Life and 
Death Rings will be increasingly difficult for you!” 

“Battle!” 



Battle intent surged in Chen Dong’s eyes as he spat out one word with a resounding 
voice. 

Bursting Bear sighed helplessly. 

The few people in Nashville, moreover, looked at Chen Dong with awe. 

In the Black Prison, the weak were strong and everyone fought to the death for survival. 

But for a man like Chen Dong, who was not afraid of life and death, the prisoners, who 
were used to hot blood, all had a deep-seated sense of awe. 

They were used to living, and the presence of a man who had no fear of life or death 
carried a light in their eyes. 

…… 

The Black Prison is located in a place where it is either extreme day or extreme night. 

In addition to the lofty city walls surrounding it, it makes the concept of time in the Black 
Prison extremely faint. 

But for Chen Dong, ever since he had learned the time from the mouth of Drought, he 
had kept every second in mind very clearly. 

For he had no extra time to delay. 

Ten days and ten battles was already the most suitable battle rhythm he could plan out. 

If he delayed any longer, everything he had would be taken away from him. 

His mother, his wife, his brothers, all sorts of things, prompted him to always remember 
his time. 

In the third life and death match, just as Chen Dong and Exploding Bear had expected, 
the tenth prison district head wolf, Greedy Wolf, although seemingly selling the fight, 
was secretly letting off a lot of steam. 

This allowed Chen Dong to easily win this life and death match. 

Just like yesterday’s life and death match, it was so fast that all the prisoners in the 
tenth prison block were dumbfounded. 

Some were even wondering when the battle with the head wolf had become so easy. 



The person fighting in the Ring of Life and Death was really the head wolf of the prison 
block? 

However, this was not something that Chen Dong was concerned about. 

His aim, was to win! 

It was ten consecutive victories! 

It was to get out of the Black Prison! 

And not to care about the tactics used in the Life and Death Ring, let alone the 
prisoners’ doubts. 

Success and defeat. 

What’s wrong with doing whatever it takes to get the ultimate victory sometimes? 

Under this kind of high-intensity battle, every minute was extremely precious to Chen 
Dong. 

After resting for another night, Chen Dong’s body was in good shape to recover. 

Although the injuries on his body could not be healed immediately, adjusting his 
condition would help him to play more consistently in battle. 

“Hoo ……” 

Chen Dong opened his eyes and glanced firmly at the dim sky above the prison area, 
“It’s the fourth match, can’t cheat today ah.” 

He stretched, got up and headed out. 

“Chen Sheng …… the wild python in the seventh prison block, you must remember that 
his weakness is in his eyes.” 

Bursting Bear also opened his eyes and looked at Chen Dong deeply, “His weakness is 
not a secret in the entire Black Prison, if you can master this weakness, winning against 
him is only a matter of minutes.” 

Chen Dong smiled bitterly. 

These things had already been told to him by Exploding Bear yesterday. 



But, a weakness that the entire Black Prison knew about, and Wild Python was still able 
to secure the position of the head wolf of the seventh prison district, didn’t that tell you 
anything? 

Perhaps …… weaknesses can no longer be considered as weaknesses, right? 

This fourth life and death ring is destined to be a life and death game! 

“I know.” 

Chen Dong gave a perfunctory sentence to Burst Bear. 

As the administrator opened the cell door, Chen Dong had just walked out when he 
froze. 

Drought was standing not far away, his bearded face filled with an odd smile. 

Then. 

Drought lifted his right hand and hooked it at Chen Dong with a mysterious smile. 

Chen Dong was stunned for a moment and walked up to Drought. 

Drought, however, quietly shoved an object into his hand. 

At the same time, he murmured in a low voice, “This is the maximum I can help you 
with, this great treasure will hopefully be useful to you.” 
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Chen Dong looked at Drought with eyes full of dismay. 

It was a matter of whether he could get out of the Black Prison or not. 

This should be considered a big event in the Black Prison. 

Drought still dared to help him? 

“Don’t be surprised, who made me owe it to Kunlun?” 

Drought saw through Chen Dong’s mind and smiled blandly. 

Chen Dong’s lips were noisy, full of doubts. 

He had always been curious as to what Drought’s relationship with Kunlun was. 



A man who had completely mastered Kun Lun’s fighting techniques, and even went out 
of his way to help him cheat in this matter because of Kun Lun, just how deep was his 
friendship with Kun Lun? 

“Thanks.” 

However, Chen Dong still endured it and turned around to walk towards the seventh 
prison area. 

As he walked, he looked at the treasure Drought had handed him. 

Just by taking a glance, his brows instantly locked. 

A mirror? 

Looking at the mirror in his hand, Chen Dong was somewhat baffled. 

A glass mirror was something that was not allowed to exist in the Black Prison cell. 

This was because of its ability to be easily turned into a killing weapon. 

“Drought gave me this because he wants me to use it to kill the Mad Python?” 

Chen Dong’s heart was uncertain with doubts, the mirror in his hand was only the size 
of a walnut and was easy to hide. 

Compared to other weapons, it was obvious that this mirror was easier to conceal and 
carry. 

But, could such a small mirror really be used as a killing weapon when fighting the head 
wolf of the prison like the rabid python? 

Perhaps …… had another purpose? 

Chen Dong raised his eyebrows, unable to understand, but still stuffed the mirror into 
his pocket. 

When Chen Dong was brought into the seventh prison block. 

The entire inmates of the seventh prison block instantly burst into deafening cheers. 

The atmosphere was instantly heated to the extreme. 

And on the high platform of the activity arena, a strong light focused on it. 

A figure was already standing loftily on it. 



“Go on.” 

The administrator spoke indifferently. 

Chen Dong nodded his head and walked towards the high platform. 

Within the prison area, shouts echoed. 

There were even people growling and talking loudly. 

However, unlike the special situation of the language in the ninth prison area, the 
prisoners in the seventh prison area spoke in different languages that converged 
together, making it impossible for Chen Dong to understand what they were saying. 

It only seemed …… noisy! 

Chen Dong’s eyes gazed soberly towards the wild python on the high platform. 

It was a very lean figure. 

It was not as perverted as the bursting bear’s figure. 

It was even a little slimmer than the figures of the two head wolves he had fought 
against before. 

Coupled with its extremely ordinary appearance, it was no different from an ordinary 
person when thrown into a crowd, and it would be hard to find it. 

However, Chen Dong was not in the habit of judging people by their appearance. 

The Black Prison hid dragons and crouching tigers, and those who could become the 
head wolf of the prison district were even more so among the dragons and tigers. 

Even the most mediocre person, when thrown into the outside world, could probably 
become a party of killing gods. 

“Can you hurry up?” 

A hoarse voice that seemed like sand rubbing against his throat suddenly came from 
the high platform. 

Chen Dong smiled faintly and quickened his pace. 

As he drew closer, Chen Dong, however, noticed an oddity. 

That was …… the eyes of the Wild Python! 



His eyes were extraordinarily bright, not in the sense of being full of essence and bright, 
but in the sense that they gave off the kind of sickly brightness that one would know at a 
glance. 

Because they are too bright, this causes the eyes of the wild python to be very drifting 
and unfocused. 

Thinking of Bursting Bear’s reminder, at this moment, he faced the Wild Python. 

Chen Dong, however, was a little uncertain. 

The entire Black Prison knew that the Wild Python’s weakness was its eyes. 

However, the Wild Python had become the head wolf of the seventh prison area, so 
obviously the weakness of the eyes was something that many people could not target 
even if they knew it. 

This could be different from the old left foot injury of the head wolf of the eighth prison 
district. 

“Hiss~” 

Just when Chen Dong was hesitating, a sound similar to a snake’s chirp suddenly rang 
out in his ears. 

In an instant, Chen Dong’s sweat stood erect and a strong sense of crisis swept through 
his entire body. 

At the same time, he woke up with a jolt. 

Chen Dong was shocked to find that the wild python had already charged towards him. 

The speed was as fast as lightning. 

And his tongue, which was sticking out of his mouth, was making a hissing sound. 

At this moment, Chen Dong actually had a real illusion of being locked into a prey by the 
python in a trance. 

Buzz! 

In a flash of lightning. 

The python had already arrived in front of Chen Dong, and his long and slender right 
hand was as fast as lightning, forming a palm and poking directly towards Chen Dong’s 
throat knot. 



A strong wind whistled. 

Without giving the slightest precaution, the moment he struck, it was a killing move! 

Bang! 

Chen Dong’s pupils suddenly tightened and he directly raised his right hand to block the 
fatal strike of the Wild Python in front of his throat knot. 

But. 

Buzzing …… 

A series of strong winds whistled. 

The Mad Python’s eyes glowed brightly and his hands were like two pythons, swinging 
rapidly and attacking towards Chen Dong in an overwhelming manner. 

Chen Dong’s face changed greatly as he waved his hands out in succession to resist. 

As soon as the fight for life and death began, Chen Dong fell straight into a 
disadvantage. 

Inside the prison cell, all the prisoners were rejoicing with the fierce fight in the ring. 

One by one, their faces were red with excitement and their voices were almost hoarse 
with roars. 

“Damn, how did it go so fast?” 

In the ring, Chen Dong’s heart trembled with fear, dense beads of sweat seeping from 
his forehead. 

The swiftness of the Wild Python’s strikes had left him with a sense of panic that he was 
overwhelmed. 

Even though his arms were already a little sore and numb from the rapid waving, he still 
felt that he could barely keep up with Python’s hands. 

And yet. 

“Your speed, is that all?” 

A teasing laugh suddenly sounded out. 



Chen Dong’s pupils tightened as he saw the Wild Python in front of him reveal a cold 
smile, his scarlet tongue spitting out like a snake’s letter. 

The next second. 

Bang! 

The Wild Python’s right palm blade accelerated abruptly and slashed directly onto Chen 
Dong’s left shoulder. 

Chen Dong let out a miserable cry, his left shoulder instantly hurt as if it had been 
smashed down by a heavy hammer, and it even felt as if his shoulder blade was about 
to shatter. 

Almost simultaneously. 

Wild Python leapt up in the air and kicked Chen Dong in the chest. 

With a loud bang, Chen Dong flew backwards like a broken pocket and landed heavily 
on the edge of the ring. 

In an instant, Chen Dong’s face turned pale. 

His chest was so stuffy that it seemed to be stuffed with rocks, and he could even 
clearly feel his ribs faintly cracking a little under this kick. 

“Poof!” 

A mouthful of fresh blood spurted out. 

Chen Dong slowly got up and looked at the opposite Wild Python in shock. 

Is this …… his true speed? 

So fast that I don’t even have a chance to resist? 

“Hiss~” 

The Wild Python laughed playfully, his face full of arrogance, “That bastard Exploding 
Bear should have told you my weakness, right?” 

Saying that, he raised his finger and pointed at his eyes, saying without concealment, 
“My eyes, being afraid of strong light, will be blinded for a short moment if they are 
exposed to strong light.” 

Strong light?! 



Chen Dong’s spirit was lifted. 

The Mad Python opposite was however full of arrogance, laughing recklessly and coldly 
as he spun around in place. 

“But look, in this dark, dark prison, even the sky is obscure, if it wasn’t for the Ring of 
Life and Death, those bastards up there wouldn’t even turn on these few strong lights in 
the ring.” 

“So, do you think this weakness of mine can still be considered a weakness?” 

The words were filled with arrogance and disdain. 

Because Wild Python was certain that in this Black Prison, the possibility of trying to 
harm his eyes and make him blind for a short while was slim to none, so he didn’t even 
bother to hide his weakness. 

“Pfft!” 

Chen Dong suddenly laughed. 

With a blazing gaze, he looked at Mad Python and raised his finger to point at the top of 
his head, “Didn’t you say that there are a few strong lights that can blind you for a short 
moment right here at the top of your head?” 
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“You think that I would be stupid enough to look up at the glare myself?” 

The wild python suddenly gave a contemptuous laugh. 

Chen Dong smiled faintly, his heart dawning. 

Is that what Drought gave me the mirror for? 

“Phew~” 

A heavy breath was exhaled. 

Chen Dong forced himself to endure the sharp pain of his ribs almost breaking, and 
slowly bowed his body, assuming a fighting stance. 

“No point, you were able to defeat Exploding Bear, I thought you had a few pounds, but 
I didn’t realize that I had overestimated both you and Exploding Bear.” 



With a tasteless look, the wild python sighed and his tongue slowly came out with a 
hissing sound. 

Almost simultaneously. 

Chen Dong exploded with his full strength, charging directly towards the Wild Python 
like an arrow off the string. 

The Wild Python’s expression was frozen, obviously not expecting Chen Dong to 
actually take the lead. 

“Die!” 

The Wild Python let out a harsh whistle, and his body was like a snake, rushing towards 
Chen Dong. 

The palm knives of both arms even brought up pieces of residual shadows as they 
attacked directly towards Chen Dong. 

Bang Bang! 

Even though Chen Dong was prepared for the attack, he was still staggered back by the 
two palm slashes of Wild Python. 

With this retreat, the initiative to make a pre-emptive strike was instantly lost. 

Instead, it was replaced by the furious palm slashes of Python. 

The situation instantly changed back to the way it was before. 

Chen Dong was completely overwhelmed by the Wild Python and could only barely 
resist. 

Even so. 

Even so, Wild Python’s successive palm slashes still caused Chen Dong’s arms to 
stagger with severe pain. 

The crushing attack was overwhelming. 

This left Chen Dong exhausted and unable to think of any other way to deal with it. 

The so-called fighting techniques, when completely suppressed, could not be exercised 
at all! 

“This point of strength, and you want to walk out of the Black Prison?” 



Wild Python was completely in the upper hand, his relaxed expression clearly not 
having his full strength yet, and his snicker at Chen Dong was filled with disdain, “You’re 
more than one Burst Bear away from Kunlun back then!” 

Compared to Exploding Bear, who had become the head wolf of the ninth prison district 
two years ago, it had been longer since Wild Python had become the head wolf! 

Ten years ago, the year when Kunlun won ten straight, was also the year when he 
became the Head Wolf! 

“Ah!” 

As soon as the words left his mouth, Chen Dong, whose face was pale from being 
suppressed, suddenly let out a roar. 

A hideous madness abruptly appeared on his pale face. 

What?! 

The Mad Python’s face was abruptly shocked. 

It was because when he struck out with a palm slash, Chen Dong did not raise his hand 
to resist. 

Instead, he took a stance of hard resistance! 

Was this guy …… crazy? 

This scene filled Wild Python’s mind with doubt. 

But it did not affect his palm slash slash. 

Bang! 

A powerful force. 

An explosive sound. 

Chen Dong let out a miserable cry and was directly staggered back by a palm slash, 
spewing a mouthful of blood into the air. 

Just as Mad Python was planning to take advantage of the victory and end the fight 
once and for all. 

A beam of strong light suddenly refracted onto his face. 



In a flash. 

“Ah!” 

The Wild Python’s body stopped abruptly, feeling as if his eyes were violently pierced by 
countless needle points, his five senses twisted and cried out in pain. 

Even though the strong light appeared for a split second and flickered before his eyes, it 
still made him blind instantly. 

Boom! 

The sudden scene caused all the prisoners in the entire prison block to cry out in shock. 

When Chen Dong had just struck out to refract the glare, it was so fast that no one had 
even noticed. 

In the eyes of all the prisoners, the frenzied python running wild suddenly stopped in 
place and screamed miserably! 

This scene made everyone look dumbfounded. 

“It’s now!” 

Chen Dong forced himself to endure the excruciating pain, clutching the mirror in his 
right hand, as if he was a cheetah locking onto his prey, he directly pounced on the 
frenzied python. 

Bang! 

A fist swung out, blasting the Wild Python as it staggered back. 

“Ah! Damn, you simply deserve to die ……” 

The stinging pain in his eyes, coupled with the shame of being shaded, caused the Wild 
Python to instantly fall into a state of madness. 

While roaring and snarling in anger, the Wild Python danced its hands wildly. 

But compared to the previous Wild Python. 

At this moment, in Chen Dong’s eyes, there was no method to his strikes. 

It was as easy to dodge. 



As he moved and dodged, Chen Dong bullying his way up, his fists and kicks were like 
a rainstorm pouring down on the Python’s body. 

In just a few seconds. 

In a few seconds, the python’s head spurted blood. 

With Chen Dong’s kick in the air. 

Bang! With a bang, the blinded Crazy Python flew backwards out of the ring like a 
broken pocket and landed heavily on the ground. 

“Admit defeat! Or die!” 

A cold voice issued from Chen Dong’s mouth. 

The wailing Python gritted his teeth, but he knew very well that if he did not admit 
defeat, he would be greeted with death! 

He pushed down the humiliation and anger of being assassinated. 

The python tilted his head back and roared reluctantly, “I, I admit defeat!” 

A smile appeared at the corner of Chen Dong’s mouth. 

With a slight force in his right hand, the mirror shattered with a “click” and was then 
tucked back into his pocket without a trace. 

Turning around, he left the ring. 

The whole room was dead silent, none of the prisoners reacted to the scene that had 
just taken place, how the hell did it happen! 

A reversal of victory and defeat, in a flash. 

It was completely beyond everyone’s expectation. 

What was even more crucial was that someone had actually attacked the Wild Python’s 
weak point! 

All the prisoners were wondering how on earth Chen Dong had managed to do that! 

The surveillance room. 

Drought calmly watched the surveillance video. 



With Chen Dong’s victory, his eyes could not help but light up slightly. 

“The mirror, did you give it to him?” 

The cloaked man had arrived at the surveillance room early in the morning, in the Black 
Prison, apart from being unable to leave the Black Prison, he would not be stopped at 
all from entering and leaving the surveillance room at will. 

Drought looked solemn as he bowed his head and said respectfully, “Your Excellency 
must not talk nonsense, how dare I go against the rules of the Black Prison?” 

“Heh!” 

The cloaked man snorted a laugh, clearly not believing Drought’s words. 

He looked towards the surveillance videos, one of which happened to be capturing 
Chen Dong’s back. 

The cloaked man smiled and said, “By any means necessary, but you have the posture 
of a king, and your fighting instincts are good too, to be able to make the decision to 
fight hard and reverse the victory despite being overwhelmed across the board, clearly 
in a state of calm and collected from start to finish, very good.” 

Drought smiled slightly at the side. 

At a time when he was comprehensively suppressed, and at the cost of death. 

It was indeed rare for Chen Dong to still be able to make a decision in the twinkling of 
an eye. 

One must know that in the situation just now, making the decision to take a hard hit from 
a wild python slash was no less than a direct gamble on one’s life! 

Every single move of the Head Wolf’s attack was fatal enough! 

“Heh!” 

The cloaked man laughed oddly, turned around and headed out, “Drought, next time 
don’t be so obvious about protecting your shortcomings, it’s not good.” 

“My lord ……” Drought stiffened and swallowed back the words that had come to his 
lips. 

Inside the ninth prison cell. 

Chen Dong, who had returned, sat down directly on the floor. 



Bursting Bear and Nashville and the others hurriedly gathered around. 

Chen Dong raised his hand, stopping them from speaking. 

He wiped a handful of blood from the corner of his mouth, and a helpless smile 
appeared on his pale face, “One of his ribs was broken by the Wild Python, and his left 
shoulder scapula should also have a bone fracture, and there should be bone fractures 
in several other places as well.” 

Boom! 

A single word shocked the Exploding Bears, and their faces changed greatly. 

It was only the fourth fight, and they had already broken ribs and fractured bones in 
several places. 

How could they still fight after that? 

“Chen Sheng, why don’t we fight the Black Angel in the next match?” 

Bursting Bear suggested, he had already discussed with Black Angel, as long as Chen 
Dong chose Black Angel, the next match would be a no-holds-barred life and death 
match, and Chen Dong would be able to recuperate from his injuries for another day. 

“No, no need, I ……” 

Chen Dong’s gaze was resolute, but halfway through his words, his suddenly pale face 
suddenly turned red. 

“Poof!” 

A mouthful of fresh blood spurted out, staining the ground red. 

Inside the cell, silence could be heard with a needle. 

In the end, Chen Dong smiled helplessly, “Exploding Bear, let’s do as you say.” 

Chapter 250 

Originally, according to Chen Dong’s plan, the life and death match with the Black 
Angels was supposed to be placed in the sixth match. 

After two real life and death matches, there would be another day of rest and 
recuperation, enough to adjust his condition. 

However, the result left him helpless. 



He was not an indecisive character. 

In this state, if he continued to fight someone to the death tomorrow, in a real fight to the 
death, the result would be fierce and dangerous. 

It would be wisest to advance a fight to life and death with the Black Angels to win a day 
of rest and recuperation. 

“I’m on my way.” 

Bakugou left in a hurry. 

Chen Dong lay down on the bed with the help of a few people from Nashville. 

The blood from the corner of his mouth was wiped off. 

Chen Dong’s face was frighteningly white. 

His chest rose and fell violently, and with every breath he took, he could feel in his chest 
cavity, as if there were countless sharp needles sticking in it. 

This also made every time he breathed, it became extremely difficult. 

Chen Dong lifted up his upper garment so that it would feel more comfortable. 

“Chen Sheng, your chest ……” 

Nashville’s voice suddenly sounded trembling. 

Chen Dong saw several people’s faces look a little ugly, and his gaze looked askance at 
the location of his chest. 

Vaguely, a bulge of bone could be seen, and the flesh was stretched to red, looking 
incomparably hideous. 

“It’s the broken rib.” 

Chen Dong smiled ruefully. 

It was normal for the broken rib to be displaced by the bones during his intense attack 
afterwards, causing a bulge. 

“What about it? The medical system in Black Prison won’t care about us.” 

Nashville looked a little horrified. 



“It’s fine.” 

Chen Dong smiled and shook his head. 

Then, under the terrified gazes of several people in Nashville. 

He slowly lifted his hands and folded them to press on the bulge. 

Then again. 

Chen Dong’s expression was abruptly hostile. 

Both hands pressed down fiercely. 

Ka! 

There was a clear, crisp ringing sound. 

Chen Dong’s body jerked violently, his teeth clenched as he drew in a single breath of 
cold air, a painful grunt escaping his nostrils and sweat pouring down like rain. 

As his hands detached themselves from his chest from the excruciating pain. 

The broken ribs that had been protruding were the ones that had shrunk back. 

Stiffly …… pressed back into place! 

“Hiss~” 

Several people in Nashville simultaneously sucked up cold air. 

Chen Dong’s ruthlessness made several people’s backs go cold. 

In the battlefield, it is only right to be ruthless to the enemy, but it is only really ruthless 
when you might be able to do it to yourself! 

How much determination does one have to have? 

At least, the Nashville men would not have had the courage to press their ribs back into 
place in this situation. 

…… 

There was no talk all night. 



Chen Dong, who had rested for the night, was still in severe pain, even though his chest 
ribs were broken. 

But the whole person is still in a better state than yesterday. 

“Chen Sheng, how about giving up?” 

Bursting Bear looked at Chen Dong worriedly, “If you don’t give up, after surviving 
today, you won’t be able to survive the next few matches.” 

Even if Chen Dong was in his prime, Bursting Bear did not think that he could really win 
ten consecutive matches. 

What’s more, he still had a broken rib and multiple bone fractures. 

In such a physical state, he shouldn’t even be in the Ring of Life and Death! 

Even, in a place like Black Prison, even a head wolf like Exploding Bear would be 
careful to avoid even fighting if he was in the same state as Chen Dong. 

Chen Dong smiled. 

His eyes, however, were incomparably firm and radiant, “My wife, my parents, my 
brothers, I can’t give up, how do you expect me to give up the Ring of Life and Death?” 

Bursting Bear was stunned, and then smiled helplessly. 

He took out two capsules from his pocket and handed them to Chen Dong, “These are 
the painkillers I managed to find for you, Chen Sheng, I hope they will help you 
somewhat.” 

Chen Dong was stunned for a moment and took the capsules, “Thank you.” 

The fifth battle, arranged by Exploding Bear, was with the Black Angels of the fifth 
prison district. 

What Chen Dong did not expect was that the Black Angel of the fifth prison district was 
a big beautiful woman with a hot body and blonde hair. 

In the ring, the black leather clothes accentuated the Black Angel’s figure to the fullest, 
making people feel the urge to have their blood flowing. 

But in Chen Dong’s heart, he was in awe of this Black Angel. 

A woman, in a black prison full of vicious wolves, could still become the head wolf of a 
prison block. 



How strong and powerful must this be? 

Clearly, the Black Angel’s influence in the Fifth Prison District was unmatched. 

The commotion and noise within the prison area was instantly restored to silence as the 
Black Angel raised his hand and pressed down. 

This scene made Chen Dong smack his lips. 

Such a scene would probably not be seen in other prison districts. 

Perhaps, it was possible in the first prison area! 

“Chen Dong, from what Exploding Bear said, you, desperately want to leave the Black 
Prison, for your woman?” 

Black Angel’s red lips lightly opened and her gaze deepened, “Your woman, waiting for 
you, to come home, for a wedding?” 

Her tone was a little odd, obviously not too skilled in Chen Dong’s language. 

“Yes, she has put on her wedding dress and is waiting for me to come home.” 

Chen Dong did not hide, and said with a stern gaze, “And someone, who wants to 
replace me and steal my wife, I am going to go out and kill him!” 

The Black Angel smiled sweetly. 

Whistled a whistle. 

Then gave Chen Dong a thumbs up, “You’re a man, I really envy your wife!” 

After saying that. 

She turned around and jumped out of the ring, “I admit defeat!” 

Three simple words echoed through the prison area like rolling thunder. 

Strangely, within the prison area, all the prisoners were quiet and silent, despite their 
astonishment and shock. 

Chen Dong’s face was full of horror. 

Is this …… act so unpretentious? 



Before and greedy wolf life and death ring, after walking the relationship, at least still 
surface dry a game. 

Now Black Angel, not even dry? 

“Black Angel! This is not in accordance with the rules!” 

A Black Prison administrator said in a deep voice. 

“FUCK!” 

Ruthlessness abruptly appeared on the Black Angel’s charming face as she scolded at 
the keeper, “You go on!” 

The Black Prison Administrator stiffened and glanced at the cameras around his head. 

After making sure the people above him had no comment, he shut his mouth. 

“Thanks.” 

Chen Dong, who had returned to his senses, said gratefully to the Black Angel. 

“I really hope you can go back alive to marry your wife and unload that bad guy in the 
process.” 

The Black Angel smiled faintly and walked back to his cell with his long hot legs. 

A fight to the death ended in an almost absurd manner. 

But there was no doubt that Chen Dong had already won five life and death matches! 

A newcomer who had been in the Black Prison for less than a month had won five life 
and death matches with the most thunderous momentum, intending to leave the Black 
Prison. 

This was unprecedented in Black Prison, ever. 

After a few days of gathering momentum and brewing, Chen Dong’s name swept 
through the entire Black Prison with stormy speed. 

Even though the five life and death matches that he won were filled with weirdness and 
irregularities. 

But this did not stop Chen Dong’s name from sweeping through the Black Prison in any 
way. 



All the prisoners remembered this name and even felt awe. 

In a world where the weak are strong, the fear of the strong is also dripping. 

Once Chen Dong returned to his cell, he continued to lie down on the raw stone bed to 
recuperate. 

He looked indifferently into the darkness at the top of his cell, his gaze somewhat dull. 

Once the Black Angel had passed this life and death match, the next five would really 
be a test of life and death! 

But he was not sure! 

He didn’t even have the slightest chance of winning tomorrow’s match! 

But he had no intention of giving up. 

Gu Qingying, his mother, and his closest relatives kept coming to mind. 

There was no reason for him to give up. 

Apart from death, nothing could stop him from returning to his hometown and to Gu 
Qingying’s side. 

It was also when Chen Dong was apprehensive about tomorrow’s life and death ring. 

A great event, however, was like a meteorite falling. 

It bombarded the entire Black Prison, causing everyone from the management down to 
the inmates to shudder in fear. 

 


